• Insert BD Blunt Plastic Cannula into vial adapter (Interlink® LifeShield® or SafeLine™) or vials designed for needleless access to fill a syringe. Use normal protocol.

• Insert the BD Blunt Plastic Cannula through the center of the pre-slit injection site (Interlink, LifeShield or SafeLine) for fluid delivery or aspiration.

• Dual side ports create turbulence for more efficient flushing of injection sites.
Things to Remember:

- Discard BD Blunt Plastic Cannula in the nearest sharps collector or per hospital policy. Follow your institution’s policy for safe disposal of all medical waste.

- The BD Blunt Plastic Cannula is not designed to penetrate conventional injection sites, vial stoppers or BD Vacutainer™ brand tube stoppers.

Note: When expelling air or fluid from a syringe, contents exit sideways from the cannula in two separate paths. Expel air or fluid carefully, directing flow paths away from face or mucous membranes.